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Jo i n g r a m

Business Coach & Strategist
www.iamjoingram.com
@iamjo.ingram

about
Jo is a former Ad Agency Director turned Business Coach and Podcast Host, who helps driven
women take inspired action to build their heart-centered coaching business by unlocking their
unique message.
From nearly dying in childbirth and building her family via surrogacy, to leaning into her authenticity
& building her online business after losing her 20-year corporate career during the pandemic, Jo
teaches other ambitious women how to craft their unique message and take aligned action so they
can be paid to live their purpose and transform lives.

topics
1) Transitioning from Corporate to Coaching: Burnout culture & my journey from action-addict into
business-building with mindful inspiration. I help other driven women find true success in both money
AND joy.
2) Your Message Makes Money: Bringing holistic authenticity in your message and sharing it
consistently is the key to crafting & selling offers that attract & transform your true soul clients, and
keep you feeling lit up every day. I teach entrepreneurs how to unlock their message to progress their
business success.
3) Inspiration + Action = Success: High-Achieving women are too often stuck in toxic masculinity... all
striving, pushing, doing. After suffering burnout 6-months into being my own boss, I spent months
learning how to 'be'...until I found my true power in the balance of receiving inspiration AND taking
action. I share the tools that create alignment and balance.

podcast host
Action Taker Tribe has a loyal following of
inspired female coaches driving through
mindset blocks and building wildly
successful businesses with action & ease

"A strong, ambitous woman succeeds when she takes
inspired, authentic action to build joy as much as revenue"
Contact: jo@iamjoingram.com
Let's chat: Click for calendar link
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